
HORIZON: EMPOWER THE ORPHANED 

Job title:  Head of Impact Investing  
Location: Lancaster, PA or Remote  

Horizon: Empower the Orphaned 
Horizon is a 501c(3) global organization focused on empowering orphaned children to 
self-sustainability. By putting family first, we help each child develop a true sense of 
identity and belonging, while our focus on Impact Investing bolsters local economies 
and creates income to support our in-country operations.  Horizon currently operates in 
Latin America and Africa and is seeking to grow exponentially in the coming years.   

FUNCTION 
Leads impact investing strategy, values alignment and technical team towards 
optimizing impact capital within Horizon operations.  The Head of Impact Investing will 
identify and train a global technical team to 1) develop a board-approved strategy to 
optimize financial and social returns on investments, 2) link investments to social 
returns, especially, in child empowerment and family strengthening, 3) enhance local 
social enterprise operations to build economic growth within communities where 
Horizon children and families reside, 4) drive profit margins on social enterprises to off-
set programmatic operational costs, and 5) identify and manage innovative investment 
deals that unlock the potential of our target groups and/or provide a profit margin to 
substantially cover operational expenses.   The Head of Impact Investing will be a 
member of the Executive Leadership Team partnering to give direction to the 
organizational trajectory for growth and working closely with the Impact and Analytics 
team to link investment ROIs and SROIs to Horizon participants, with the Finance and 
Administration team to show how investments can cover operational expenses, and the 
International programs team to ensure that investments are aligned to programmatic 
needs. 

ESSENTIAL CHARACTER TRAITS:   

Values aligned to Horizon’s goal of empowering orphan children.  Innovative and 
creative in developing investment deals that offer social, financial, and environmental 
returns on investments to target groups within Horizon’s mission.  Results-oriented 
towards optimizing investments for good.  Exceptional problem-solver, team-builder and 
ability to enhance staff capacity in impact investment goals.  
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RESPONSIBILITIES  DELIVERABLES

A. Responsible for developing a 
board-approved short, medium 
and long-term impact investing 
strategy. (20%)

i. Strategy for short-, medium- and long-
term impact investments across Horizon 
programming with plans to execute and 
meet the goals. 

ii. Close collaboration with CEO and board 
committees to develop appropriate 
impact investing products and deals. 

iii.Implement global strategy cross-
departmentally and with local teams. 

iv.Adjust strategy on an annual basis to 
reflect board approved budgets and 
external factors affecting results. 

v. Identification of new impact investors to 
join the strategy with values alignment. 

vi.Clearly articulated ROIs for each annual 
impact investment potential including the 
linkage to the impact in child 
empowerment and family strengthening 
which is the core of Horizon’s model. 

B. Management of impact investing 
deals to ensure optimum 
performance. (20%) 

i. Keep a dashboard up-dated for real-time 
accessing of data and information on 
each impact investment. 

ii. Report quarterly on impact investments 
status, improvements required, and next 
steps to optimize results. 

iii.Work with Impact and Analytics team to 
project how impact investing will affect 
children’s empowerment. 

iv.Establish a system to monitor deal flows 
for both impacts reporting and strategic 
decision-making 
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Minimum Requirements: 
a) Master’s Degree in Finance, MBA, Agroeconomics, Statistics or a related field within 

international development  
b) Ten (10) years’ job-related experience in impact investing or finance related MSME’s 

related to NGO programming and a minimum of 5 years of experience with supervisory 
oversight of staff.  

Preferred Requirements: 
a) Ten (10) years’ job-related experience in impact investing as it related to NGO 

programming and 15 years of experience in international programming with major 
donors.  

b) Spanish language proficiency to work directly with field teams on project design and 
implementation.  

c) Work in agricultural value chains and emerging market investment needs.  

Most Critical Proficiencies: 
a) Proven record of building and leading Investment teams for similar organizations. 
b) Proven record of identifying investor networks to partner with shared values alignment. 
c) Proven ability to be an innovative and creative dealmaker with investment capital 
d) Proven ability to partner with others on impact analytics and linking investment potential 

to not only financial, but also social and environmental returns.  
e) Well-grounded in the disciplines of data analysis, analytical tools, modeling, and 

reporting applied to project design and implementation in international development. 
f) Proven ability to deliver in a fast-paced, dynamic environment with multiple 

developments and working with many teams. 
g) Excellent presentation skills to internal and external audiences 

C. Build impact investing team at 
horizon including the 
identification, hiring and 
capacity building of staff and/or 
local organizations. (20%) 

v. Build in-country staff capacity in 
identifying opportunities, developing 
business plans and investment 
management to ensure optimum 
performance. 

vi.Identify local partners to be investors or 
partner to manage investments, and build 
locally led capacities

D. Responsible for innovative 
impact investing deals that 
further Horizon’s mission and 
identify other investor networks 
to partner (30%)

i. Innovative impact investment product 
development linked to program needs 

ii. Identify partners both in emerging and 
developed countries to partner in 
investments or management of the 
investments 

iii.Open gateways to investment capital to 
grow Horizon’s impact on orphan care.

E. Other job-related duties as 
assigned. (10%)
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h) Fluency in English required and ability to travel to field sites.  

Essential Job Functions and Physical Demands: 

a) Constant face-to-face, telephone and electronic communication with colleagues and the 
public. 

b) May require constant sitting and moving, working at a computer for extended periods. 
c) Ability to assign and review the work of team members, as well as motivate and engage 

them. 
d) Willingness and ability to work outside of normal business hours as teams are in Africa, 

Latin America, Asia, and the US. 
e) Ability to work with sensitive information and to maintain confidentiality. 
f) Ability to work in a culturally diverse and global setting 
g) Ability to do occasional domestic or international  
h)
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